
 

Here are some tips on completing the 10DLC/TFN verification form. Please take the 
time to review this and let us know if you have any questions. As a reminder, if there is 
any missing information on the form, it will DELAY the submission process. 

 

Use case: Tell us the purpose for sending SMS. The more detail the better as it 
will help us understand your business. Documenting something like “customer 
service” or “marketing” is too vague.  

For example, you could:  

• Send texts about COVID home test kits to help educate consumers on 
community resources.  

• Communicate with consumers via text to alleviate call volume and hold 
times about account details such as account balance, delivery status, etc.  

• Use 2 factor authentication for security purposes. 
• Appointment reminders.  

 
These are examples of specific use cases, but you are not limited to these. 

 

Message content: We need to know exactly what the text messages will say. It is 
recommended you make sure your company name is in the text messages, so 
consumers know with whom they are interacting. For example: 

• “Hello ‘Customer Name’ this is Genesys Cloud reminding you of your 
appointment on 3/20/2023 at 1:00pm. Reply C to cancel or Y to confirm. 
STOP to opt out.”  

•  If the texts are in response to a consumer texting you and the 
interactions are conversational, you could send an initial text “Thank you 
for contacting Genesys Cloud. How can I help you today?” 

 

Message Volume: How many outbound messages you anticipate sending per 
month. 10DLC numbers support 1 message per second and TFN’s support 
sending 3 message per second. 

 

http://www.genesys.com/


Explanation of opt in: The carriers require SMS consent is obtained from 
members/customers prior to sending them a text. There are multiple ways you 
can obtain consent, but it does need to be documented. 

• Keyword: A consumer can text one of the numbers with a keyword 
initiating interaction. We would need to know how they came across that 
keyword, such as a billboard, in the branch/office some place, a billboard, 
website, etc. 

• Agent: An agent asks for consent and documents it in a CRM, system of 
record, customer file, etc. 

• Website: Your website collects opt in consent to receive SMS. 
• Customer Initiated: The SMS number to text is on the website or 

marketing material. 
• Contract: It’s in their contract to agree to texts with a signature. 
• IVR: The IVR says to receive a text press “1”  

 
**Proof of Opt-In: We need a screenshot or document showing exactly what 
the customer sees when they opt in to SMS consent. If it’s an agent or IVR you 
can share the agent script, CRM showing documented consent, or screenshot of 
IVR workflow. For legal reasons the verbiage for opt in should be discussed 
with your internal legal consultant, but consumers need to be aware that they 
are agreeing to receive SMS specifically. 

Here is an example of an approved opt in collection: 

 

 

 



 

 

Again, these are just examples and further details on what we are looking for in 
the form. It is ultimately up to the carrier to decide if they approve or deny and 
exact verbiage and purpose for SMS messaging. That is why we recommend that 
you work with your legal counsel and your partnering companies to determine 
the content of your messaging. 

 


